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SPECIAL NOTE FOR ROCK BLASTING
1.0
DESCRIPTION. This work consists of fracturing rock and constructing stable final
rock cut faces using presplit blasting and production blasting techniques.
2.0
MATERIALS. Deliver, store, and use explosives according to the manufacturer’s
recommendations and applicable laws. Do not use explosives outside their recommended use
date. Verify date of manufacture and provide copies of the technical data sheets (TDS) and
material safety data sheets (MSDS) to the Engineer. Explosives and initiating devices include,
but are not necessarily limited to, dynamite and other high explosives, slurries, water gels,
emulsions, blasting agents, initiating explosives, detonators, blasting caps, and detonating cord.
3.0
CONSTRUCTION. Furnish copies or other proof of all-applicable permits and licenses.
Comply with Federal, State, and local regulations on the purchase, transportation, storage, and
use of explosive material. Regulations include but are not limited to the following:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

KRS 351.310 through 351.9901.
805 KAR 4:005 through 4:165
Applicable rules and regulations issued by the Office of Mine Safety and Licensing.
Safety and health. OSHA, 29 CFR Part 1926, Subpart U.
Storage, security, and accountability. Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms
(BATF), 27 CFR Part 181.
6) Shipment. DOT, 49 CFR Parts 171-179, 390-397.
3.1 Blaster-in-Charge. Designate in writing a blaster-in-charge and any proposed
alternates for the position. Submit documentation showing the blaster-in-charge, and alternates,
have a valid Kentucky blaster’s license. Ensure the blaster-in-charge or approved alternate is
present at all times during blasting operations.
3.2 Blasting Plans. Blasting plans and reports are for quality control and record keeping
purposes. Blasting reports are to be signed by the blaster-in-charge or the alternate blaster-incharge. The general review and acceptance of blasting plans does not relieve the Contractor of
the responsibility whatsoever for conformance to regulations or for obtaining the required
results.
A) General Blasting Plan. Submit a general blasting plan for acceptance at least 15
working days before drilling operations begin. Include, as a minimum, the following
safety and procedural details:
1) Working procedures and safety precautions for storing, transporting, handling,
detonating explosives. Include direction on pre and post blast audible procedures,
methods of addressing misfires, and methods of addressing inclement weather,
including lightning.
2) Proposed product selection for both dry and wet holes. Furnish Manufacturer’s
TDS and MSDS for all explosives, primers, initiators, and other blasting devices.
3) Proposed initiation and delay methods.
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4) Proposed format for providing all the required information for the site specific
blasting shot reports.
B) Preblast Meeting. Prior to drilling operations, conduct a preblast meeting to discuss
safety and traffic control issues and any site specific conditions that will need to be
addressed. Ensure, at a minimum, that the Engineer or lead inspector, Superintendent,
blaster-in-charge, and all personnel involved in the blasting operation are present. Site
specific conditions include blast techniques; communication procedures; contingency
plans and equipment for dealing with errant blast material. The conditions of the
General Blasting plan will be discussed at this meeting. Record all revisions and
additions made to the blasting plan and obtain written concurrence by the blaster-incharge. Provide a copy of the signed blast plan to the Engineer along with the sign in
sheet from the preblast meeting.
3.3 Preblast Condition Survey and Vibration Monitoring and Control. Before
blasting, arrange for a preblast condition survey of nearby buildings, structures, or utilities,
within 500 feet of the blast or that could be at risk from blasting damage. Provide the Engineer a
listing of all properties surveyed and any owners denying entry or failing to respond. Notify the
Engineer and occupants of buildings at risk at least 24 hours before blasting.
Limit ground vibrations and airblast to levels that will not exceed limits of 805 KAR
4:005 through 4:165. More restrictive levels may be specified in the Contract.
Size all blast designs based on vibration, distance to nearest building or utility, blast site
geometry, atmospheric conditions and other factors. Ground vibrations are to be controlled
according to the blasting standards and scaled distance formulas in 805 KAR 4:020 or by the use
of seismographs as allowed in 805 KAR 4:030. The Department will require seismographs at the
nearest allowable location to the protected site when blasting occurs within 500 feet of buildings,
structures, or utilities.
3.4 Blasting. Drill and blast at the designated slope lines according to the blasting plan.
Perform presplitting to obtain smooth faces in the rock and shale formations. Perform the
presplitting before blasting and excavating the interior portion of the specified cross section at
any location. The Department may allow blasting for fall benches and haul roads prior to
presplitting when blasting is a sufficient distance from the final slope and results are satisfactory
to the Engineer. Use the types of explosives and blasting accessories necessary to obtain the
required results.
Free blast holes of obstructions for their entire depth. Place charges without caving the
blast hole walls. Stem the upper portion of all blast holes with dry sand or other granular
material passing the 3/8-inch sieve. Dry drill cuttings are acceptable for stemming when blasts
are more than 800 feet from the nearest dwelling.
Stop traffic during blasting operations when blasting near any road and ensure traffic
does not pass through the Danger Zone. The blaster-in-charge will define the Danger Zone prior
to each blast. Ensure traffic is stopped outside the Danger Zone, and in no case within 800 feet
of the blast location.
Following a blast, stop work in the entire blast area, and check for misfires before
allowing worker to return to excavate the rock.
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Remove or stabilize all cut face rock that is loose, hanging, or potentially dangerous.
Leave minor irregularities or surface variations in place if they do not create a hazard. Drill the
next lift only after the cleanup work and stabilization work is complete.
When blasting operations cause fracturing of the final rock face, repair or stabilize it in an
approved manner at no cost to the Department.
Halt blasting operations in areas where any of the following occur:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

Slopes are unstable;
Slopes exceed tolerances or overhangs are created;
Backslope damage occurs;
Safety of the public is jeopardized;
Property or natural features are endangered;
Fly rock is generated; or
Excessive ground or airblast vibrations occur in an area where damage to
buildings, structures, or utilities is possible.
8) The Engineer determines that materials have become unsuitable for blasting
Blasting operations may continue at a reasonable distance from the problem area or in
areas where the problems do not exist. Make the necessary modifications to the blasting
operations and perform a test blast to demonstrate resolution of the problem.
A) Drill Logs. Maintain a layout drawing designating hole numbers with corresponding
drill logs and provide a copy of this information to the blaster prior to loading the hole.
Ensure the individual hole logs completed by the driller(s) show their name; date drilled;
total depth drilled; and depths and descriptions of significant conditions encountered
during drilling that may affect loading such as water, voids, changes in rock type.
B) Presplitting. Conduct presplitting operations in conformance with Subsection
204.03.04 of the Standard Specifications for Road and Bridge Construction.
3.5 Shot Report. Maintain all shot reports on site for review by the Department. Within
one day after a blast, complete a shot report according to the record keeping requirements of 805
KAR 4:050. Include all results from airblast and seismograph monitoring.
3.6 Unacceptable Blasting. When unacceptable blasting occurs, the Department will
halt all blasting operations. Blasting will not resume until the Department completes its
investigation and all concerns are addressed. A blast is unacceptable when it results in
fragmentation beyond the final rock face, fly rock, excessive vibration or airblast, overbreak,
damage to the final rock face or overhang. Assume the cost for all resulting damages to private
and public property and hold the Department harmless.
When an errant blast or fly rock causes damage to or blocks a road or conveyance
adjacent to the roadway, remove all debris from the roadway as quickly as practicable and
perform any necessary repairs. Additionally, when specified in the Contract, the Department
will apply a penalty.
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4.0
MEASUREMENT AND PAYMENT. The Department will not measure this work for
payment and will consider all items contained in this note to be incidental to either Roadway
Excavation or Embankment-in-Place, as applicable. However, if the Engineer directs in writing
slope changes, then the Department will pay for the second presplitting operation as Extra Work.
The Department will measure for payment material lying outside the typical section due
to seams, broken formations, or earth pockets, including any earth overburden removed with this
material, only when the work is performed under authorized adjustments.
The Department will not measure for payment any extra material excavated because of
the drill holes being offset outside the designated slope lines.
The Department will not measure for payment any material necessary to be removed due
to the inefficient or faulty blasting practices.
May 6, 2008
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